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Key idea

Critterbot

General value functions (GVFs) are useful for representing a robot’s knowledge.
• Knowledge Maintenance: Updates online at each time-step with linear complexity
• Easily Deployed: GQ(λ) is stable off-policy with function approximation
• Factored: Multiple GVFs can learn pieces of knowledge in parallel
• Expressive: GVFs can represent predictions and goal-seeking behaviours
• Practical: Approach works on a physical robot in real-time
• Broadly Applicable: Learns from low-level unsupervised sensorimotor experience
• Freedom: Off-policy learning provides freedom in selecting behaviour

• Learning the microstructure:
Raw sensors & motors at 100 Hz
• Multiple sensing modalities:
Wheel velocities, Ambient Light,
IR Reflectance, Accelerometers,
Compass, Motor Temperature, etc.
• Robust RL agent:
Runs for hours, self-docking, handles
motor stalls without burnout

Representing Knowledge: Demons
• The robot has multiple RL agents (demons) learning off-policy in parallel.
• Each demon continually updates its answer to a question (GVF).
• A general value function Q is the expected return from the sum of the generalized rewards r collected while following the policy π, continuing at each step with
probability γ, until terminating and collecting the outcome reward z.
Q(s, a) = E[rt+1 + . . . + rt+T + zt+T |st = s, at = a]
• Each answer Q̂ is represented with a linear function approximation.
Q̂(s, a) = v>x(s, a)

The GQ(λ) Algorithm
GQ enables off-policy, online learning that is stable under function approximation.
The underlying algorithm is easily implemented, with linear complexity in the stateaction feature representation. Multiple demons can learn from observing the robot’s
one behaviour.
δ ← rt+1 + (1 − γt+1)zt+1 + γt+1v>x̄t+1 − v>xt
e ← ρte + Itxt
v ← v + α(δe − γt+1(1 − λt+1)(w>e)x̄t+1)
w ← w + αη(δe − (w>xt)xt)
e ← γt+1λt+1e

Prediction Task: Stopping Time

Control Task: Light Seeking

A demon can predict the number of timesteps required for the wheels to stop spinning
when brakes are applied.

A demon can generate a goal seeking policy by selecting actions greedily from a
value function, for example a light-seeking policy. As shown in the left panel, a fixed
learned policy can have knowledge gaps that cause persistent failures. By always
learning, the robot can recover from failures as shown on the right.

r = 1, z = 0, π = B RAKE, γ = 1[velocity wheel0 > 0]
The demon learns the stopping time on a wood floor while the robot’s behaviour
cycles between moving and braking. When the robot is suspended in the air, the
prediction of stopping time adapts to the change.
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Summary
This approach

We can define behaviours that actively maintain knowledge. Behaviour can be driven
by curiosity with an internal reward for observed changes in answers.
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This approach shows promise in simulated domains, but further study is required on
the robot.

• represents knowledge in a learnable and expressive manner,
• learns many things in parallel without committing behaviour to any,
• is effective on a physical robot, and
• separates behaviour from learning which provides freedom in selecting behaviours.
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